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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
May 3, 2016

HENNIG TENDERS TO HOST SUPERKOLONG YELLOW COLLECTION
ROUGH DIAMOND TENDER
Antwerp, Belgium, May 3, 2016– Hennig Tenders is pleased to announce that it will be tendering an
exquisite selection of special rough single stones recovered by Batla Minerals SA from their Superkolong
diamond tailings plant in Kimberley, South Africa.
The tender will include an exceptional 112 carat natural fancy rough stone of yellow colour as well as a
collection of other natural fancy rough stones of yellow colour ranging in size from three to fifty carats.
The diamonds will be available for viewing on the following dates at the following locations:
USA – New York:

10-12 May 2016

Israel – Ramat-Gan:

15-19 May 2016

Belgium – Antwerp:

23-26 May 2016

For more information and to arrange a viewing request please email tenders@ihennig-tenders.com.
Batla Minerals SA’s CEO, Jean Retief commented “Once again, we are very pleased by the exquisite
rough diamonds recovered from our Superkolong operations, and we look forward to the years of
recovery still ahead. Originally mined by DeBeers, this area is internationally known for producing
exceptional yellow diamonds.”
Commenting on the upcoming tender, Hennig Tenders Chief Executive Director, David Kuchler said that
“we are delighted to continue to work closely together with Batla Minerals SA in the sales and marketing
of the production from the Superkolong diamond tailings plant. The special stones on offer at the
upcoming tender are truly magnificent and very much unique in terms of their gemological
characteristics.”

About Us
Batla Minerals SA is a diversified resources company which owns several exploration and mining
projects in southern Africa including the Superkolong diamond tailings treatment operation located in
Kimberley South Africa. This operation produces a range of rough diamonds from industrial goods to
high value, gem quality stones. These goods are marketed in South Africa and Antwerp.
Hennig Tenders is the leading independent international diamond tender operator. With diamond
tender facilities around the globe we host multiple monthly diamond tenders in multiple geographic
markets. Being part of the I. Hennig & Co. Group we are able to provide clients with a suite of value
added services enabling the facilitation of a one-stop shop service for all diamond sales, marketing and
related services.
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